
Otants are Cover DeomposableBalázs Keszegh and Dömötör PálvölgyiFebruary 23, 2011AbstratWe prove that otants are over-deomposable, i.e., any 12-fold overing of any subsetof the spae with a �nite number of translates of a given otant an be deomposed intotwo overings. As a orollary, we obtain that any 12-fold overing of any subset of theplane with a �nite number of homotheti opies of a given triangle an be deomposedinto two overings. We also show that any 12-fold overing of the whole plane with thetranslates of a given open triangle an be deomposed into two overings. However, weexhibit an indeomposable 3-fold overing with translates of a given triangle.1 IntrodutionLet P = { Pi | i ∈ I } be a olletion of geometri sets in R
d. We say that P is an m-foldovering of a set S if every point of S is ontained in at least m members of P. A 1-fold overingis simply alled a overing.De�nition. A geometri set P ⊂ R

d is said to be over-deomposable∗ if there exists a (minimal)onstant m = m(P ) suh that every m-fold overing of any subset of Rd with a �nite numberof translates of P an be deomposed into two overings of the same subset. De�ne m as theover-deomposability onstant of P .The simplest objets to examine are the orthants of Rd. It is easy to see that a quadrant(2-dimensional orthant) is over-deomposable. Cardinal [2℄ notied that orthants in 4 andhigher dimensions are not over-deomposable as there is a plane on whih their trae anbe any family of axis-arallel retangles and it was shown by Pah, Tardos and Tóth [7℄ thatsuh families might not be deomposable into two overings. Cardinal asked whether otants(3-dimensional orthants) are over-deomposable. Our main result is an a�rmative answer (theproof is in Setion 2).
∗In the literature the de�nition is slightly di�erent and the notion de�ned here is sometimes alled �nite-over-deomposable, however, to avoid unneessary ompliations, we simply use over-deomposable.1



Theorem 1. Otants are over-deomposable, i.e., any 12-fold overing of any subset of R3with a �nite number of translates of a given otant an be deomposed into two overings.The intersetion of the translates of the otant ontaining (−∞,−∞,−∞) with the x+y+
z = 0 plane gives the homotheti opies of an equilateral triangle. Sine any triangle an beobtained by an a�ne transformation of the equilateral triangle we obtainCorollary 2. Any 12-fold overing of any subset of the plane with a �nite number of homothetiopies of any given triangle an be deomposed into two overings.Using standard ompatness arguments, this implies the following (the proofs are in Setion4):Theorem 3. Any loally �nite∗, 12-fold overing of the whole plane with homotheti opies ofa triangle is deomposable into two overings.Theorem 4. Any 23-fold overing of the whole plane with homotheti opies of an open triangleis deomposable into two overings.The analogs of Corollary 2 and Theorem 3 for translates of a given triangle were provedwith a bigger onstant by Tardos and Tóth [8℄ using a more ompliated argument†. Followingtheir idea, using Theorem 3 for translates of a given open triangle we obtainCorollary 5. Any 12-fold overing of the whole plane with the translates of an open triangleis deomposable into two overings.Our result brings the task to determine the exat over-deomposability onstant of trianglesin range. Tardos and Tóth state that they annot even rule out the possibility that the over-deomposability onstant of triangles is 3. To omplement our upper bound, in Setion 3 weshow a onstrution proving that the onstant is atually at least 4.Our proof of Theorem 1 in fat proves the following equivalent, dual‡ form of Theorem 1.Theorem 6. Any �nite set of points in R

3 an be olored with two olors suh that any translateof a given otant with at least 12 points ontains both olors.Finally, we mention the dual of Corollary 2, whih is not equivalent to Corollary 2 butfollows from Theorem 6 the same way as Corollary 2 follows from Theorem 1.Corollary 7. Any �nite planar point set an be olored with two olors suh that any homothetiopy of a given triangle that ontains at least 12 points ontains both olors.For more results on over-deomposability, see the reent surveys [5℄ and [6℄.
∗We say that a overing is loally �nite if every ompat set intersets only a �nite number of overing sets,i.e. homotheti opies of the given triangle, in our ase.
†The original proof gave m = 43 whih was later improved by Ás [1℄ to m = 19 whih is still worse thanour 12.
‡For more on dualization and for the proof of equivalene, see the surveys [5℄ and [6℄.2



2 Proof of Theorems 1 and 6Denote by W the otant with apex at the origin ontaining (−∞,−∞,−∞). We will workin the dual setting, that is we have a �nite set of points, P , in the spae, that we want to olorwith two olors suh that any translate of W with at least 12 points ontains both olors. Weall suh a two-oloring of a point set in the spae a good oloring. If we an do suh a oloringfor any P , then it follows using a standard dualization argument (see [5℄ or [6℄) that W (andthus any otant) is over-deomposable. So from now on our goal will be to show the existeneof suh a oloring.For simpliity, suppose that no number ours multiple times among the oordinates of thepoints of P (otherwise, by a small perturbation of P we an get suh a point set, and its oloringwill be also good for P ). Denote the point of P with the tth smallest z oordinate by pt and theunion of p1, . . . , pt by Pt. First we will show how to redue the oloring of Pt to a planar andthus more traktable problem.Denote the projetion of P on the z = 0 plane by P ′. Similarly denote the projetion of ptby p′t, the projetion of Pt by P ′
t and the projetion of W by W ′. Therefore W ′ is the quadrantwith apex at the origin ontaining (−∞,−∞).For suh a planar point set P ′ we say that a oloring with two olors of it is a good oloring,if for any t and any translate of W ′ ontaining at least 12 points of P ′

t , it is true that theintersetion of this translate and P ′
t ontains both olors. Note that we all as good oloringsspei� olorings of spatial point sets and also of planar point sets, but we an do that withoutausing onfusion by the following laim.Claim 8. The planar point set P ′ has a good oloring if and only if the spatial point set P hasa good oloring.Proof. Clearly, if we take a translate of W with apex w having z oordinate bigger than the zoordinate of pt and smaller than the z oordinate of pt+1, then the projetion of the intersetionof this translate with P is equal to the intersetion of P ′

t with the translate of W ′ having apex
w′, the projetion of w. Thus having a good oloring for one problem gives a good oloring forthe other if we give pt and p′t the same olor for every t.Now we will prove that any P ′ has a good oloring, thus establishing Theorem 6 and sinethey are equivalent, also Theorem 1. To avoid going mad, we will omit the apostrophe in thefollowing, so we will simply write W instead of W ′ and so on. Also, we will use the term wedgeto denote a translate of W .A possible way to imagine this planar problem is that in every step t we have a set ofpoints, Pt, and our goal is to olor the oming new point, pt+1, suh that we always have a goodoloring. We note that this would be impossible in an online setting, i.e. without knowing inadvane whih points will ome in whih order. But using that we know in advane every pimakes the problem solvable. 3



We start by introduing some notation. If px < qx but py > qy then we say that p is NWfrom q and q is SE from p. In this ase we all p and q inomparable. Similarly, p is SW from
q (and q is NE from p) if and only if both oordinates of p are smaller than the respetiveoordinates of q.Instead of oloring the points, we will rather de�ne on them a bipartite graph G, whoseproper two-oloring will give us a good oloring. Atually, as we will later see, this graph willbe a forest.We de�ne G reursively, starting with the empty set and the empty graph. At any step jwe de�ne a graph Gj on the points of Pj and also maintain a set Sj of pairwise inomparablepoints, alled the stairase. Thus, before the tth step we have a graph Gt−1 on the points of
Pt−1 and a set St−1 of pairwise inomparable points. In the tth step we add pt to our pointset obtaining Pt and we will de�ne the new stairase, St, and also the new graph, Gt, whihwill have Gt−1 as a subgraph. Before the exat de�nition of St and Gt, we make some morede�nitions and �x some properties that will be maintained during the proess.In any step j, we say that a point p is good if any wedge ontaining p already ontains twopoints of Pj onneted by an edge of Gj . I.e. at any time after j a wedge ontaining p willontain points of both olors in the �nal oloring.At any time j, onsider the order of the points of Sj given by their x oordinates. If twopoints of Sj are onseutive in this order then we say that these stairase points are neighbors∗.A point s of the stairase is almost good if for at least one of its neighbors s′ it is true that anywedge ontaining s and s′ ontains two points of Pj onneted by an edge of Gj . Notie thatthe good points and the neighbors of the good points are always almost good.We say that a point p of Pj is above the stairase if there exists a stairase point s ∈ Sjsuh that p is NE from s. If p is not above or on the stairase, then we say that p is below thestairase. Now we an state the properties we maintain:At any time j:1. All points above the stairase are good.2. All points of the stairase exept the �rst and last are almost good.3. All points below the stairase are inomparable.4. If a wedge only ontains points that are below the stairase then it ontains at most 3points.For t = 0 all these properties are trivially true. Suppose that the properties hold at time
t − 1. Now we proeed with point pt aording to the following algorithm maintaining all theproperties. During the proess, we denote the atual graph by G and the atual stairase by S.Algorithm Step tSet G = Gt−1 and S = St−1.

∗This does not mean that they are onneted in the graph.4
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pt Figure 1: Repeated appliation of Step (b) of the algorithmStep (a) If pt is above the stairase St−1 then we do the following, otherwise skip to Step (b).In this ase St = St−1 and Gt = Gt−1 ∪ {e}, where e is an arbitrary edge between pt anda point s of St−1 whih is SW from pt. The properties will hold trivially by indution, theonly thing we need to hek is if pt is a good point, but this is again guaranteed as anywedge ontaining pt ontains the edge e. The algorithm terminates.Note that we proeed further if and only if pt is below the stairase St−1.Step (b) If there exist two points p and q that are below the stairase and p and q are omparablethen we do the following, otherwise skip to Step ().Without loss of generality suppose that q is SW from p. Notie that beause of Property3, either p or q is the last added point and there are no points below the stairase that areNE from p. Now, de�ne the new stairase, S, as S minus the points of S that are NE from
p, plus the point p. This way the points of the stairase remain pairwise inomparable aswe added p and deleted all the points that were omparable to p. Also, we add the edge
pq to the graph, i.e. G := G ∪ {pq}. For an illustration of repeated appliation of thisstep, see Figure 1 (edges of G are drawn red). Thus, any wedge ontaining p ontains theedge pq, i.e. p is a good point. Property 1 is true for the points that were above the old
S by indution. All other points above S are exatly the points that were deleted fromthe stairase in this step. All suh points are NE from p and thus any wedge ontainingthem ontains the edge pq. Property 2 holds for p as it is a good point, it holds for the2 neighbors of p as any point neighboring a good point is an almost good point. For anyother s from the stairase its neighbors remain the same, so it remains almost good.Go bak to Step (b) until Property 3 is satis�ed, then proeed to Step ().Step () If there exist 4 points below the stairase suh that these 4 points are pairwise inompa-rable and there exists a wedge V suh that V ontains these 4 points but no points of thestairase then do the following, otherwise skip to Step (d).Denote these 4 points by q1, q2, q3, q4 in inreasing order of their x oordinates. Notiethat there are no points below the stairase that are omparable beause of Step (b).5
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(b)Figure 2: Appliation of Step () of the algorithmNow de�ne the new S as the old S minus the points of S that are NE from q2 or q3, plusthe points q2 and q3. This way the points of the stairase remain pairwise inomparable aswe added q2 and q3 and deleted all the points that were omparable to them. Also, we addthe edges q1q2 and q3q4 to the graph, i.e. Gt = Gt−1 ∪ {q1q2, q3q4}. For an illustration seeFigure 2(a). Property 1 is true for the points that were above the old S by indution. Allother points above the new S are exatly the points that were deleted from the stairasein this step. It is easy to hek that suh a point is either NE from both of q1 and q2 orit is NE from both of q3 and q4 (we use that V was ompletely below the stairase, seeFigure 2(b)). Thus, a wedge ontaining suh a point ontains the edge q1q2 or the edge
q3q4, Property 1 will be true. If q2 has a preeding neighbor then Property 2 is true for
q2 and also for its neighbor whih is not q3 as a wedge overing them must over q1 aswell and thus the edge q1q2, i.e. they are almost good. If q2 beomes the �rst point of thestairase then we don't need Property 2 to hold for q2. By symmetry q3 is either the lastpoint of the stairase or q3 and its neighbor whih is not q2 are also almost good. For anyother s from the rest of the stairase (exept the �rst and last point), s remains almostgood by indution as its neighbors do not hange.Go bak to Step () until Property 4 is satis�ed, then proeed to Step (d).Step (d) Set St = S and Gt = G and the algorithm terminates.Adding pt below the stairase and proeeding as in Case (b) or Case () always maintainsProperties 1 and 2. As neither Case (b) nor Case () an be applied anymore, Properties 3 and4 must hold as well. Now let us examine the graph G.Claim 9. The �nal graph G is a forest.Proof. We prove by indution a stronger statement, that G will be suh a forest that theomponents of the points below the stairase are disjoint trees.When we add an edge in Step (a), then the newly added point that goes above the stairasewill be one of the endpoints, thus this property is maintained.6
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Figure 3: At most 11 points an be in a monohromati wedgeWhen we add an edge in Step (b) or (), then it onnets two points below the stairaseone of whih we immediately move to the stairase, so we are done by indution.Claim 10. Any two-oloring of G is a good oloring of P .Proof. Take an arbitrary two-oloring of G. Take an arbitrary wedge V at time t that ontainsat least 12 points of Pt. If V ontains a point from above the stairase St then by Property 1
V ontains points of both olors. If V ontains at least 3 points from the stairase then V alsoontains 3 onseutive points, thus by applying Property 2 to the middle one V ontains botholors (as it ontains both neighbors of this middle point). Finally, if a wedge V does not ontaina point from above the stairase and ontains at most 2 points from the stairase then all thepoints below the stairase that are overed by V an be overed by 3 wedges ontaining pointsonly from below the stairase (see the three wedges V1, V2 and V3 in Figure 3). By Property 4eah of these wedges over at most 3 points, thus V an ontain altogether at most 11 points(2 from the stairase and 3 · 3 from below the stairase), a ontradition.The above laim �nishes the proof of Theorem 6 and thus also of Theorem 1.3 Misellany and a lower boundWe have seen in the Introdution that if the point set of Theorem 6 is from the x+y+z = 0plane, then the problem is equivalent to the over-deomposability of homotheti opies ofan equilateral triangle. Another speial ase is if the point set is on the x + y = 0 plane.The intersetion family of the otants with this plane is the family of bottomless axis-parallelretangles∗. Bottomless retangles were examined by the �rst author [3℄ where it was provedthat any 3-fold overing with bottomless retangles is deomposable into two overings and alsothat any �nite point set an be olored with two olors suh that every bottomless retangleontaining at least 4 points ontains both olors. It was also shown that these results are sharp.

∗A set is a bottomless axis-parallel retangle if it is the homotheti opy of the set {(x, y) : 0 < x < 1, y < 0}. 7
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(b)Figure 4: Lower bound onstrutionsWe will use the ideas from [3℄ to prove the following laims, �rst of whih is a strengthening ofTheorem 6 in a speial ase and the seond giving a sharp lower bound for this speial ase,whih also holds for the general ase.Claim 11. If the projetion of the original point set from R3 onto the z = 0 plane yields apoint set P having only pairwise inomparable points, then it admits a two-oloring suh thatany translate of a given otant that ontains at least 4 points ontains points with both olors.Proof. We use the same notations as in Setion 2. Now at any time the points of Pt are pairwiseinomparable. Order them aording to their x oordinate. We will maintain a partial oloringsuh that at any time t:1. There are no two onseutive points in this order that are not olored.2. The olored points are olored alternatingly.We start with the empty set and then in a general step we add the point pt. If in the order itgoes between two olored points then we leave it unolored. If it omes next to an unoloredpoint then we olor these two points maintaining the alternating oloring. At the end we olorthe remaining unolored points arbitrarily. We laim that at any time t any wedge overing atleast 4 points overs points from both olors already at step t of the oloring. Indeed, any wedgeovers onseutive points and it overs at least 2 (onseutive) olored points by Property 1and any two onseutive olored points are olored di�erently by Property 2.Claim 12. For any otant there exists a 10 point set P ⊂ R3 suh that its projetion onto the
z = 0 plane yields a point set having only pairwise inomparable points, yet in any two-oloringof P there exists a translate of a given otant that ontains 3 points with the same olor and noother points. 8



Proof. The point set on Figure 4(a) has the needed properties (for simpliity, the projetion ofthe point having the tth biggest z oordinate is denoted by t instead of pt). Indeed, suppose onthe ontrary that there exists a two-oloring with no monohromati wedge overing exatly 3points. It is easy to hek that the triples (1, 2, 3), (1, 2, 4), (1, 2, 5), (3, 4, 5), (6, 2, 5), (6, 2, 7),
(6, 2, 8), (5, 7, 8), (6, 1, 2), (6, 1, 9), (6, 1, 10), (2, 9, 10) an all be overed by some wedge at sometime t. By the pigeonhole priniple there are two points from (1, 2, 6) that have the same olors.If e.g. 1 and 2 are olored red, then by the �rst three triples 3, 4 and 5 all must be olored blue,but then the fourth triple is monohromati, a ontradition. The analysis is similar if 2 and 6have the same olor. Finally, if 1 and 6 is e.g. red and 2 is blue, then we obtain a ontraditionfrom the last three triples, as 9 and 10 should be both blue beause of the penultimate andantepenultimate triples, but then the ultimate triple is monohromati.This onstrution an be modi�ed a bit to imply the same result for translates of a giventriangle.Claim 13. There exists a 10 point set P ⊂ R2 and a given triangle T suh that in any two-oloring of P there exists a translate of T that ontains 3 points of the same olor and no otherpoints.Proof. The point set and the triangle on Figure 4(b) has the needed properties, the proof ofthis is exatly the same as of the previous laim.Finally we note that this onstrution is a bit smaller then the one in [3℄, whih had size
12, so we obtain a smaller onstrution for that problem too by taking the same points as inClaim 11 projeted onto the y = 0 plane.4 Coverings of the whole planeIn this setion we prove Theorem 3, Theorem 4 and Corollary 5.To prove Theorem 3, we need the following well known lemma.Lemma 14. [König's In�nity Lemma, [4℄℄ Let V0, V1, .. be an in�nite sequene of disjoint non-empty �nite sets, and let G be a graph on their union. Assume that every vertex vn in a set
Vn with n ≥ 1 has a neighbour f(vn) in Vn−1. Then G ontains an in�nite path, v0v1... with
vn ∈ Vn for all n.Proof of Theorem 3. We need to prove that any loally �nite 12-fold overing of the wholeplane with homotheti opies of a triangle is deomposable into two overings. Take K1 ⊂
K2 ⊂ . . . ompat sets suh that their union is the whole plane. Let eah vn ∈ Vn be apossible oloring of those �nitely many triangles that interset Kn suh that every point of Knis overed by both olors. In this ase Vn is non-empty beause of Corollary 2. The funtion f isthe natural restrition to the triangles that interset Kn−1. The in�nite path gives a partitionto two overings. 9



Proof of Theorem 4. We need to prove that any 23-fold overing of the whole plane with ho-motheti opies of a triangle is deomposable into two overings. First take a ompat set K1.Selet T1, a family of �nitely many homotheti opies of the triangle that already give a 12-foldovering of K1. Denote by K ′
1 the (open) set that is 12-fold overed by T1 and by K∗

1 the unionof the triangles from T1. So we have K1 ⊂ K ′
1 ⊂ K∗

1 . Take any oloring of T1 suh that everypoint of K ′
1 is overed by both olors (suh a oloring exists beause of Corollary 2).Now selet a K2 ompat set suh that K∗

1 ⊂ K2. Selet T2, a family of �nitely manyhomotheti opies of the triangle that already give a 12-fold overing of the ompat set K2\K
′
1.Note that suh a family exists beause the points outside K ′

1 are overed by at most 11 membersof T1. De�ne K ′
2 as the set that is 12-fold overed by T1∪T2 and by K∗

2 the union of the trianglesfrom T1 ∪ T2. Take any oloring of T2 suh that every point of K ′
2 is overed by both olors(suh a oloring exists beause of Corollary 2).Similarly de�ne K3, . . . suh that their union is the whole plane. Sine the Ti families aredisjoint, we get a good oloring.Finally, for the sake of ompleteness we show how Theorem 3 implies Corollary 5, using theideas from [8℄.Proof of Corollary 5. We need to prove that any 12-fold overing of the whole plane with trans-lates of a triangle is deomposable into two overings. Take any suh overing T , the integergrid de�nes a deomposition of the plane to integer squares. From the ompatness of eah suhlosed square it easily follows that there is a �nite subset of T that is a 12-fold over of thissquare. Take the union of suh �nite overings for all squares of the grid. It is easy to see thatthis subset T ′ of T is a 12-fold overing of the whole plane. We laim that T ′ is also loally�nite. Indeed, for an arbitrary ompat set K, the translates of a given triangle that interset
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